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MegaAnon here. Trump went hard in his presser today so I'm going to drop a few HUGE BREADCRUMBS, but
it's the first time I've really felt I need to tread lightly with info... so please, for fucks sake friends, pay
attention to EVERY word I'm TYPING. 1. Internal reports floating around that Kelly's phone was
stolen/hacked "a few days ago". 2. Remember, Kelly is a general and usually, "early reports" of shit like
hacks/thefts are used as scapegoats to recall back to, when they later need to try and say that someone
couldn't have said that, made that phone call, emailed that person, etc. their "device had been hacked/stolen",
therefore compromised evidence. 3. You had a good dude tee you up about a "VIP"/"general" being escorted
to Mandalay, also "a few days ago". Soon you'll see airport arrival times of high level officials seamlessly align
with "suspicious activity" and claims of "shots fired" reported at the airport. Like Trump says, "you'll see".
4. Same good dude also told you a much larger scaled attack was the initial intent, but was thwarted/averted.
Would've "killed thousands". Trump tweeted it was a "miracle" using condescending quotes. The miracle was
their plan to kill thousands more, was thwarted. "Miracle" was a fuck you to McCabe. 5. Trump then
confirmed in statement last night, he still has "no clue" if the shooter was connected to ISIS. Fuck you to
Pompeo/Tillerson.
6. Tonight, he publicly confirms what candidly, we've ALL been working towards, for the last 11 months.
Everyone always asks me what I "do". Well, there's lot of us and EXACTLY what we do. We are going to show
you what WAS intended for Las Vegas, HOW EXTREME it was supposed to be, WHO coordinated it and WHY
THEY DID. Trump isn't blowing a lid on Vegas when referring to "the storm". Trump's promised "storm" will
prove that Vegas was supposed to be no different than 27 classified pages outlining what really happened on
9/11. Vegas was ONLY to STOP TRUMP FROM WHAT HE'S GOING TO TELL YOU.
http://archive.is/7lCwG
Morning y'all, "MegaAnon" here. Just an FYI, after you all came up with this nickname for me back in May or
June, you had asked me to use it to ID myself so you could cap my posts and keep them together. So I had
been doing that but last night after a series of posts I'd made over the last couple of days prior, I had tried to
post under the name to ID my posts and I got a notification from 4Chan that the "MegaAnon" name was
banned and though I could still post, I couldn't use that name to identify with my threads. It literally wouldn't
let me post if "MegaAnon" was in the "Name" field of the comment box. So... I posted a few comments last
night (pic related) and if anyone cares, I'll just identify myself by saying I'm MegaAnon first, before I proceed
with my comment, in a thread. Stick with me though, I'm going to tell you exactly what I know and I've been
on the ground, have accessed the suspects room, etc. I came home from Vegas Wednesday afternoon but I got
back tonight for another 4day stint.
1. You need to know that as of last Monday (midmorning), the DC FBI was officially approved to assume
federal jurisdiction over the Vegas investigation, via federal petition. Important to note that in the SAME
appeal, they not only circumvented the LVMPD, but they also ousted their own NV FBI field office (this is A
RARE MOVE, based on what limited and again, very loose documented intel they presented to support their
appeal). At time of appeal, they informally presented undisclosed intel (usually this means this intel was NOT
obtained or aggregated by USbased intel agencies. That's important because it lets them keep the source of
the info confidential for "active investigation purposes", therefore remains completely unsourced and
substantiated) indicating the suspect had "terror related ties".
[...]
2. Hours after jurisdiction was approved and officially transferred, the name of the suspect was released 
Steve C. Paddock and unironically less than 2 hours after that, ISIS took public responsibility for the attack,
claiming that Paddock had "converted to Islam months ago" and that he was theirs.
Ask yourselves this... in which attacks over the last four years, has ISIS ever "waited" to publicly claim
"responsibility" for? Answer: ALL OF THE ATTACKS THE FBI QUICKLY OVERSTEPPED LOCAL
AUTHORITIES/STATE AGENCY FIELD OFFICES ON, FOR "JURISDICTION" OVER "INVESTIGATIONS". Once
they can claim it's terror related and assemble a shitty, loosely substantiated appeal documentation, proving
"terror", it goes federal. Remember that.

Why does ISIS wait for FBI jurisdiction in these scenarios? So they can "confirm" and "release" an FBI NAMED
SUSPECT, while teeing up their public statement, to confirm "affiliations", based on ZERO EVIDENCE and
SUPPORT. Simply put, they wait for the agency to tell them who their newest convert is.
[...]
3. If this looks like a complete cluster fuck between LVMPD and agency, then ding, ding! You're right... IT IS!
Why?! For the slow in the back, let me simplify... mass and scale. As much as the digital world benefits these
goons, they've also realized exactly how much it hinders them. You no longer need the MSM, a few press
conferences or the "authorities" to air, broadcast, publicize information and reports. You only need access to
the internet. Know what's ultimately responsible for the 9/11 botch as opposed to other agency coordinated
attacks?! Internet access. The mass ability of we, the people, to access exorbident information in real time,
download, upload, archive and store that info then, DISTRIBUTE ON OUR OWN.
Example: Take all of those initial witness accounts and live interviews of people within the first 6 hours of
9/11. They reported additional explosions on random floors, flashes of lights, conflicting reports of what they
were being told by first responders in terms of events/secured evacuation routes, unrelated fires on
unimpacted floors, etc., remember that? Remember the live CNN interview on WTC 7 collapsing, aired an
hour and 23 minutes before it actually did?! See, the MSM thought that by internally deleting the footage and
never reairing or commenting on it publicly again, they were saved. They underestimated the capability of
the average person, to download, privately store, reupload and mass distribute, INFORMATION once it's hit
the internet.
That's where we are today! (((THEY))) can't keep up with us. As technology, availability and accessibility to
everything from the internet, mass info distribution platforms like social media, video streaming applications,
public board forums like 4Chan, etc. these people LITERALLY have been floundering in their desperate
attempts to keep up. Over the last 2 decades, they've realized they CANNOT "dot every single i" or "cross every
single t".
[...]
So for the better part of the last 20 years, they've scrambled to recruit search engines like Google, service
providers like Verizon, Comcast, Time Warner, etc., social media sites like Facebook and Twitter and
streaming sites like YouTube, to assist them in their efforts. Hence you now see massive corruption via SEO
skewing and info scrubbing, edited metadata tags, buried search engine results based on those tags, the
complete erasure, blockage and shadow banning of social media and upload/streaming accounts, etc. all done
in a coordinated effort to try and beat the public to the punch by proactively removing information they can
identify upfront that is, will or may be, a problem For them in the future, while stifling your ability to find,
research, locate, download/upload, store and disseminate information.
Since there are millions of people with the ability and accessibility to literally "debunk" ANYTHING they state,
confirm, report, claim, visually show, etc. they are clammoring over themselves in an effort to keep their
"stories" straight.
I can 100% CONFIRM that LVMPD absolutely KNOWS that in the end, they are being set up to fail. They will
take the fall for anything misreported, misinterpreted, misinformed, incorrect, mishandled, etc. They are
being forced to look like the front man though EVERYONE INTERNAL KNOWS that they are just running
monitored and directed talking points they are being given. They are being forced into a "position of
authority" that candidly, they HAVEN'T LEGALLY HELD JURISDICTION OVER, SINCE MONDAY. See how
quick they jumped to to "publicly confirm" that they were opening an investigation into the "first leaked
photos of the hotel room and dead suspect"?!? THE LVMPD WAS FORCED TO EAT THE FBI'S SHIT because
the credibility of the FBI after the clusterfucks known as "Russia", Comey, etc. can't afford the implication that
those photos were leaked under THEIR AUTHORITY... so the LVMPD publicly ate their fuck up...
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In that archived thread, I posted a total of 4 posts. Here's the 5th and final of those.
Pol thread comments...
...because once a local authority or an agency confirms they are running an investigation, it means that
legally, whatever crime they are assuming the responsibility of investigating, falls under their jurisdiction.
LVMPD really just wants to tell you all that they haven't collected, tagged, cleared or logged, A SINGLE PIECE
OF FUCKING EVIDENCE THEMSELVES SINCE MONDAY MORN. WHEN AGENCY obtained all the LVMPD
TAGGED, CLEARED AND LOGGED, FROM SUNDAY NIGHT TIL AGENCY TAKEOVER. If agency had to
publicly confirm the date/time of their jurisdiction takeover, then EVERYONE would know the LVMPD
shouldn't even be making statements the FBI's investigation AND they'd know ANY REPORTED SLIP UPS, like
"LEAKED SCENE PHOTOS" were done under agency authority, NOT LVMPD. The "storm" Trump's refered to
isn't Vegas itself. I confirm 100% that a MUCH larger event was planned/thwarted by (((them))), but was
done to DIVERT TRUMP AWAY FROM declassifying/releasing "the storm" (a series of classified info that
admin will disclose publicly on 3 different but HUGE, socially controversial topics. (((They've))) already
delayed this TWICE. I'm not saying they fuck with the weather  think what you will BUT, they DID exploit the
hurricanes/devastation to their advantage, by wrapping him in so much red tape re: resource
distro/allocation, services/duty assembly/deployment, etc. Hence the "storm" reference was a "fuck you" to
McCabe, Kelly, Tillerson, Pompeo, McCain, Ryan, McConnell, Pelosi, Schumer, etc. Anyone question timing of
San Juan Mayor's emboldened comments, days before Vegas?! Done to get the PUBLIC focused on
Trump/admin. and accused "inaction" in Puerto Rico. While the MSM distracted concerned public/Trump, it
kept in him check as they geared up for Vegas. It's a "miracle" it didn't work.
[...]
I have never come on here to post bullshit. I don't hypothesize theories or possibilities... I post only what I
know to be true. It's why I won't pidgeonhold myself by providing very narrow, specific dates or timeframes
(like "tomorrow" or "next week", even when I'm 95% confirmed. If I post on here with the intent of you taking
me at face value, I have to build my credibility and that's only done through prolonged consistency and
correctness on valuable info. I'm never trying to be vague, though sometimes I have to be, depending on the
topic. I only post on here (hence is why I'm not very good with tripcodes, sifting through archives, archiving
or capping shit myself, etc.) to drop paths of info that connect dots you're either missing or ignoring, that in
reality, are the most important to focus on. Anyone being TOO specific, is fucking lying to you. No one at our
level with everything to lose, would blow their entire load on 4Chan. I promise you, no one actually involved,
would risk exposure. Hence, "blackwater Anon". Notice he was specific, yet just vague enough? He's one of
"your guys". WHAnon?! Sadly he's the biggest long con LARP, I've seen on here in a while... it actually
disappoints me how much attention and credit you've given him.

I will confirm that the 3 disclosures have been discussed and vetted thoroughly, for the last several months,
here. Ok, fine... and while "pizza" is on the menu, it's not one of the 3 pending releases. Not in the way you
want it to be. It will be discussed and Hollywood specifically will take a MASSIVE HIT in the very near future.
Harvey was the first lowhanging takedown so just imagine how highlevel this will go. But I assure you, while
Hillary, the Clinton campaign/staff, Obama admin, establishment (both parties) and DNC as related to
election fraud, etc. will eventually fall for epic crimes, you'll never see Hillary in an orange jumpsuit, for
actual pizza.
[...]
The MSM and public will only be given a few hours of notice on the day of each series of Presudential
addresses and will NOT be given details or talking points, in advance. POTUS will choose a VERY select group
of WH media correspondents to attend live, which BTW, is standard protocol for presidential addresses.
They will not be afforded the opportunity to tee up presser/subject related questions, which is done on
purpose. Gives media no chance to build the public narrative or messaging in advance with a lot of unfounded
preaddress "speculation" and hypothesizing for hours, based on a few prereleased talking point bones
POTUS will usually throw in advance. When these series of addresses have concluded, NO ONE will be
confused. He will be extremely clear and concise. He will leave no room for false narratives. There will be no
gray areas left to fill.
[...]
The goal is that when it's all said and done, there will be no room for question, when it comes to the people.
He won't have to disclose shit like 9/11, OKC, Vegas, Voter Fraud, Russia hacks or collusion, elections rigging,
etc. specifically. When he's done, it will be a literal "mic drop" on the world's stage and you will no one ever
again, will have the ability to question who's responsible for, involved coordinating, etc. ANYTHING that has
ever happened and been considered a "conspiracy theory", ever again. When he's done, the entire world will
just KNOW IT ALL. It really is THAT allencompassing. Like Trump says, "you'll see". It just has to happen. We
cannot be derailed. Ever again.
[...]
How about before doubting me, you first roll up your sleeves and dig into the formatting and protocol of a
Presidential Address. Then, maybe you could slap your thinking cap on and ask yourself, "how else would a
President formally address the entire American public at once, live and completely unedited, unfiltered and
uncut, by the MSM and their corporate networks?"
Let me do half the homework for the slow in the back (you), when the President of the United States formally
announces he will be making an official Presidential Address to the American public, the network's have to
cover and broadcast it, unedited, unfiltered, uncut and IN FULL, from the time he starts until he's left, the
podium. No broadcasting breaks, no side commentary, no commercials. Complete network silence when he
speaks. This same protocol and procedure was initiated around radio broadcasted, Presidential addresses. It
was legally protected so that station owners couldn't take advantage of the big crowds they knew would be
tuning in, by selling and cutting to ads, in the middle of the Presudent's speeches. It is YOUR RIGHT as an
AMERICAN CITIZEN to hear YOUR PRESIDENT, uncut, unfiltered, uninterrupted, unedited and his ability to
do so is also protected by law. A Presidential address is the ONLY WAY he could do this. They'd literally ALL
have to cut their live feeds simultaneously to stop him and if they did that, which they very well could, then
that's all the proof you'd need, too. The networks would never be able to rationally explain, such a massive
and simultaneous fuck up. They couldn't create enough blatant bullshit stories to spoonfeed the entire country
trying to explain how that happened. They'd literally have to proactively shut down the ENTIRE power grid to
make that happen on such a broad scale.
[...]
I know it sounds ridiculous but that's simply because I'm trying to convey the broadness and scope of what
will be publicly disclosed. My only point is that after it's all over, no one will be able to turn away from the
truth. The masses will never again be able to claim with 100% certainty that 9/11 DIDN'T have inside, US
sponsored and funded, department/agency coordination, allocated resources and assistance. No one will
EVER be able to NOT believe that our own fucking agencies and departments and former admins. didn't play

a huge role in shit like JFK, OKC, 9/11, ISIS, Pizza, Vegas, etc. They won't be able to turn a blind eye to what
they consider "conspiracy theories", today simply because the MSM told them to.
The only thing that everyone will be able to agree on when it's all said and done is that we've all been
horrifically lied to on incomprehensible levels and nothing we've been led to perceive as our "reality" for
generations since the very fucking day GHB was sworn into the admin as Director of the CIA, has been the
whole truth and nothing but. No one will be able to use ignorance as an excuse anymore. The people think
they're in charge?! Haha, well now Trump is going to give it to them. He's going to give us all the fucking
transparency we can handle and when he does?! That's when you'll truly see what "we, the people" are made
of. You'll have people who can't handle it, begging to give the truth BACK to the admin. I want to make sure
I'm being clear here, too... when I use terms like "disclose", "reality", etc. I am in NO WAY IMPLYING Trump is
disclosing any of that stuff y'all bring up like "aliens", "Antarctica", etc. not saying I don't personally believe in
some of it, but that's not the "storm" that's coming. Just to clarify...
[...]
1015 years ago, boards *like* /pol/, were amazing tools for people like me to dump nuggets on. The boards
were extremely useful because they weren't trolled. They were less known and rather untouched by the
masses. We'd go hard on these boards too. We'd upload classified docs/Intel, burn sources, etc. the old boards
had value and credibility and ultimately, that's what attracts good anons with actual Intel. I don't post on
/pol/ or any other board today, like I and many others, used to post on similar boards of yesteryear. As
related specifically to /pol/, you lose a lot of the older board crowd. Meaning, you give too much attention
and waste to much time theorizing and entertaining blatant troll threats and larps that you do actually
putting in the work. Nothing on /pol/ is relevant to people like me, because you don't have the stamina, clout,
or record of telling us shit that candidly, we don't already know... and that's only on the shit you're right, on.
You attract too many tweens, teens, and legal adults who don't seem to have the mental capacity to count
change for a $20 without a calculator, let alone graduate high school... and worse?! You then actually
encourage them to post, by engaging them in blatant racebait, genderdriven threads that in reality, will
never mean anything. You expect too much from people/insiders who have real careers, families, personal
lives, responsibilities, etc. without giving them anything in return. Boards like this used to be give and take.
YOU earned YOUR CREDIBILITY AND VALIDITY with US, YOU put the work in, to prove yourselves as
legitimate and serious as we are and in return, we lit you up with shit you'd NEVER comprehend existed.
Threads weren't started with publicly available PDF images of casino hotel rooms, entitled "PROOFS! GET IN
HERE!" The only images ever attached were docs, pics, etc. people risked everything they'd worked for
including their fucking LIVES, to secure and dump.

